Using data collected between August 1999 and January 2000 covering 399 books, we examine pricing by thirty-two online United States-based bookstores. At the aggregate level, we find that both advertising and competitive structure have the predicted effects. More competition leads to lower prices and to lower price dispersion. Holding competitive structure constant, more widely advertised items also have lower prices. At the firm level, we observe considerable heterogeneity in behavior. Firms have differentiated (or attempted to differentiate) on dimensions such as brand, price, and selection.
I. Introduction
This paper analyzes the relationship between competitive structure, advertising, price and price dispersion in the Internet channel. Standard economics suggests that more competition will lead to lower prices. Search theory predicts that prices will be lower for more widely advertised or more commonly purchased items.
1 Given that search on the Internet is nearly costless, it may be that all items are now considered widely advertised. To the extent that we observe dispersion in this channel, search theory suggests a number of possible explanations, including differences in costs across firms, product differentiation, and different firm strategies based on different types of consumer behavior.
To investigate these questions, we use data on pricing in the online book industry from At the aggregate level, we find that both advertising and competitive structure have the predicted effects. More competition leads to lower prices and price dispersion, and holding competitive structure constant, more widely advertised items have lower prices. At the firm level, we observe considerable heterogeneity in behavior. Firms have differentiated (or attempted to differentiate) on dimensions such as brand, price, and depth of offerings in a particular area. A subset of stores typically offers high prices, using the Internet primarily as a means to advertise their physical stores, rather than to generate Internet sales. One puzzle is how some unbranded stores survive given that their prices are typically within $0.10 of Amazon's prices.
II. Background
Although book selling over the Internet began in the 1980s, it started to attract national attention from the press in 1993 (Wilke [1993] ). The first online stores, not surprisingly, 
III. Data
Data were collected using automated agents (spiders). Stores were included if they were covered in one of two major comparison-shopping engines -DealTime or PriceScan. These comparison-shopping engines do not cover the universe of all online stores, but the thirty-two stores in our sample cover the largest United States-based stores, including Amazon, 7 The fact that we observe intratemporal variation suggests that firms may be using this variation as a selection device (Varian [1980] ).
The last line of Table I presents a more applied measure of price dispersion. Many consumers routinely go to Amazon without checking prices at other stores. Thus, we computed savings that they could have realized by purchasing a book from the lowest cost vendor instead.
The average savings as a percentage of Amazon's price ranged from a low of 10 percent for New
York Times bestsellers to a high of 25 percent for former New York Times bestsellers. 8 In absolute dollars, the largest savings are on computer and random books because of their high unit prices.
IV. Prices
Table II explores the effects of market structure on pricing behavior. Columns 2 and 3 present the regression of normalized price on indicators of the presence of other firms selling the same book in that week, separately, for the big three bookstores and the fringe bookstores. For a big three firm, the presence of another firm of the same type (i.e., another member of the big three) lowers price by 6.5 percent; the presence of both of the other two big three firms lowers price by another 0.5 percent to 7.0 percent overall. Similarly for a fringe bookstore the presence of another firm of the same type (i.e., another member of the fringe) lowers price by 7.8 percent;
the presence of all fringe firms (on average 15 stores) lowers price by another 3.9 percent to 11.7 percent overall. For big three firms, the entry of one firm of the other type (i.e., a fringe firm) lowers price by 5.5 percent. The entry of all fringe firms lowers price by 4.9 percent to 10.4 percent overall. For the fringe firms, the entry of the one firm of the other type (i.e., a big three bookstore) lowers price by 5.3 percent. The entry of all three of the big three bookstores lowers price by 0.7 percent to 6.0 percent overall. Looking at the control variables, the big three had substantially larger average discounts than fringe bookstores on both current and former bestsellers. The value of the constant indicates that the two types of stores had very similar monopoly prices on random, paperback nonfiction books.
The marginal effect of competitors across the two types of bookstores is similar in magnitude, suggesting that the competitive fringe effectively disciplines the big three. This result may be caused by the aggressive pricing policies of a small number of stores that carry 90 percent or more of the books in the sample. In markets where a relatively small number of stores sell a book, it is these stores that repeatedly put competitive pressure on the big three.
V. Price Dispersion
The price regressions suggest that there is substantial dispersion, between and possibly within big three and fringe bookstores and across categories of books. 9 There is a question of what type of dispersion focus on: between stores (interstore), within stores over time (intertemporal), or within stores across categories (intracategory). Table IV suggests that interstore dispersion is most important. Intertemporal standard deviation is low, implying that stores do not change prices very often. Intracategory standard deviation is fairly consistent across the bestseller categories, although somewhat higher for random books, an inherently more heterogeneous category. Table II explores the relationship between market structure and price dispersion.
Columns 5 and 6 present the regression of standard deviation of normalized price on indicators of the presence of other firms selling the same book in that week, separately, for the big three bookstores and the fringe bookstores. For the big three bookstores, going from two to all three of the same type (the big three stores) increases the standard deviation of the big three's prices by 1.2 percent. For the fringe bookstores, going from two to all additional fringe firms that carry the book increases the standard deviation of fringe prices by 4.5 percent. For the big three bookstores, adding one fringe bookstore increases the standard deviation of the big three's prices by 4.6 percent. The marginal effect of adding more fringe bookstores on the standard deviation of the big three's prices is negative, with the overall effect falling to 2.8 percent for two fringe firms and 0 percent for all fringe firms. For the fringe bookstores, adding one of the big three does not have a significant effect on the standard deviation of the fringe's prices, although adding two of the big three increases standard deviation by 2.1 percent, and adding the three of the big three has a negative marginal effect with the overall effect being zero. So for both types of stores, at some point more competition seems to lead to lower standard deviation.
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Holding competitive structure constant, there are notable differences between the two types of stores. The big three have very similar prices overall, with widely advertised books, as predicted, having the lowest standard deviation of price. In contrast, fringe bookstores offer very different prices. In particular, some stores set the price of all books (including bestsellers) at full price or nearly full price, but presumably sell very few copies. This increases standard deviation more for categories with low average prices such as New York Times bestsellers than for categories with higher average prices. As a result, widely advertised books have the highest standard deviation of price.
VI. Firm Level Strategies
The observed price dispersion appears to be driven, in part, by differences in firm level strategies. Table III showed that selection varied systematically by store, and Table V shows that prices vary systematically by store as well. To control for differences in selection, prices in Table V were calculated by regressing normalized price by category on indicator variables for each store using book fixed effects.
Based on differences in selection and price, we sorted the stores into six types. The six types are: i) the big three bookstores, ii) other full-line stores that offer low prices on New York
Times bestsellers, iii) full-line stores that offer average prices on New York Times bestsellers, iv) full-line stores that charge close to full price for most books, v) stores with limited selection and very low prices, and vi) specialty bookstores. The first two types of stores are very similar in that they offer wide selection and low prices on New York Times bestsellers. 12 The second type, however, has lower name recognition and branding. The third type also offers wide selection but offers less competitive prices on current and former New York Times bestsellers.
The fourth type is usually a physical store that sells books at full price. The fifth type is a specialty store that specializes in remaindered books. The sixth type of store specializes in one or more categories of books. Examples include Brian's Books and Bookpool that specialize in computer books, Christianbooks that specializes in Christian books, and Cherry Valley that specializes in children's books.
Because of Amazon's dominant status in the online book industry, its prices tend to act as a focal point. Table VI compares each store's prices with Amazon's prices to determine the frequency with which that store's prices are more than 1 percent above, more than 1 percent below, or within 1 percent of Amazon's price. 14 Overall, although 43 percent of prices in the sample were below Amazon's prices, only 36 percent were more than 1 percent below Amazon's prices and only 20 percent were more than $0.10 below Amazon's prices. Clearly some firms were choosing to marginally undercut Amazon's price. This strategy ensures better placement if prospective customers search for prices either manually or using comparison-shopping engines.
Tables V and VI indicate that firms were following a number of distinct strategies. Some of these strategies appear to be viable, because firms offered significantly lower prices than the big three or specialized in a particular category. Other strategies are more puzzling, because stores offered similar selection to the big three but higher or only marginally lower prices. In the remainder of this section, we examine individual firm strategies in detail.
The wide selection stores that offer low New York Times prices offered prices that were the same as or often lower than Amazon's prices. This type is probably part of the competitive fringe that is disciplining the big three. Booksamillion.com is a familiar name because of its physical stores. Buy.com and Bookbuyers Outlet are both parts of larger internet-only stores that specialize in selling a variety of merchandise including books, music, videos, computer hardware, and computer software at low prices. In early 1999 Buy.com adopted a model that involved selling at wholesale and make revenue through advertising. For Classbook, its main line of business is textbooks.
The limited selection, low price stores sell remaindered books, attracting customers and making sales through low prices. When unsold books are returned to the publisher, the publisher typically resells these books as remaindered books. Remaindered books are sold by the pallet in mixed bundles and cannot be returned. Moreover, stores purchase remaindered books without knowing the specific titles of any books. Price is often a function of weight or a fixed-fee per title and typically equals 10-20% of the publishers recommended price. Given their low wholesale cost, stores in this category can offer customers discounts of 40-60 percent off of the publisher's recommended price and still operate profitably.
The limited selection, average to high price stores represented a mix of strategies, some differentiation, some low prices, and some advertising. Alldirect and Bookpool are internet-only stores that specialize in low prices for the books they stock. Books4mom and Cherryvalleybooks are no longer operational. (Cherryvalleybooks was the website for the physical children's bookstore of the same name.) Brian's Books is internet-only and specializes in computer books.
It is a division of Davidson Computer Services and therefore may be an advertising or promotional tool. Christianbook began as a catalog book and now sells a wide selection of Christian products. It seems to be an example of successful differentiation. Hamiltonbook originated as and continues to be affiliated with a book catalog company of the same name. This too may be a source of differentiation. Page1book is the website of a physical store and seems to be primarily a means for the store to advertise.
VII. Conclusions
For the online book market, we found that advertising and competitive structure had the predicted effects on prices. Prices were lower for books carried by more online stores, and holding competitive structure constant, prices were lower for more widely advertised books.
These results are interesting in light of the strong predictions of some commentators that lowcost search in the form of comparison shopping engines would lead to Bertrand competition for all commodity goods. Our results provide evidence that competition is not equal for all commodity goods. Further, they suggest that many consumers may not be engaging in search, despite its low cost and significant payoff.
The observed heterogeneity in firm-level behavior is of interest, because it both sheds light on the microfoundations for aggregate pricing behavior and provides insight into how firms view the channel as adding value. The majority of books sold over the Internet are sold by Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and Borders. These three stores offer similar levels of branding and similar prices. Other stores fill specific niches by offering greater coverage of certain categories of books or lower levels of branding combined with lower prices. Two strategies were particularly surprising. First, a substantial number of independent physical bookstores have established websites and are listed in major comparison shopping engines, despite their relatively high prices. These stores seem to view the Internet as adding value primarily by advertising their physical stores and providing additional services for existing customers. Second, some stores appear to offer lower levels of branding than the big three combined with prices that are only marginally below Amazon's prices. Two of the eight stores in this category have since been bought out and one store has failed. The viability of the remaining stores is an open question. Notes: The unit of observation is the minimum price of a specific ISBN at a given store in a given week. Publisher's recommended price is the suggested retail price listed in Books in Print. Unit price is the price offered by a retailer on either its website or a shopbot that lists prices for several bookstores. Wholesale price is based on standard terms to trade bookstores. Normalized price is unit price divided by the publisher's recommended price. Normalized wholesale price is the wholesale price divided by the publisher's recommended price. Normalized margin is unit price minus wholesale price divided by publisher's recommended price. Measures of price dispersion are calculated for specific IBSN's by week. Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. The unit of observation for the first three columns is the minimum normalized price of a specific ISBN at a given store in a given week. Normalized unit price is unit price divided by the publisher's recommended price. To allow for the correlation of error terms between observations of the same book sold in the same store but in different weeks, price regressions are estimated using robust estimates of variance with data grouped by unique ISBN store combinations. Standard deviation regressions are estimated using robust estimates of variance with data grouped by ISBN. For normalized price regressions, observations have been weighted by the inverse of the number of stores offering a price for an ISBN in a specific week to avoid overweighting ISBN's in the least concentrated markets. The big three bookstores are Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and Borders. The fringe bookstores include the other 29 stores in the data set. A market is defined as the number of bookstores that post prices for a specific ISBN during a specific week. For a big three bookstore, the baseline is a market with 1 big three bookstore and 0 fringe bookstores selling a specific book. For a big three bookstore, holding the number of fringe bookstores constant, one additional firm of same type is the effect of going from 1 to 2 big three bookstores, and all additional firms of same type is the effect of going from 1 to 3 big three bookstores. Also for a big three bookstore, holding the number of big three bookstores constant, one firm of other type is the effect of going from 0 to 1 fringe bookstores; two firms of other type is the effect of going from 0 to 2 fringe bookstores; and all firms of other type is the effect of going from 0 to N fringe bookstores, where N is the number of stores that carry the book. The interpretation is reversed for fringe bookstores. * = coefficient is significant at the 10 percent level, ** = coefficient is significant at the 5 percent level, *** = coefficient is significant at the 1 percent level. Analysis of the standard deviation of normalized price begins requires a minimum of two firms of the same type (the baseline firm and the first of same type competitor) to calculate standard deviation. Percentage availability is the number of sample ISBN's with prices reported by a bookstore in a week divided by the total potential number of sample ISBN's for the same week, averaged across all the weeks in the sample. Books.com was purchased by BarnesandNoble.com in the fall of 1999, so it reports prices only part way through the sample period Interstore standard deviation is the standard deviation of normalized price across stores for a given ISBN in a given week then averaged across all observations. Intertemporal standard deviation is the standard deviation of normalized price across time for a given ISBN in a given store then averaged across all observations. Intracategory standard deviation is the standard deviation of normalized price within a book category (e.g. computer bestsellers) for a given store in a given week then averaged across all observations. Average normalized prices are computed for the same groupings used to define interstore, intertemporal, and intracategory standard deviation. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Stigler [1961] and the empirical work that has followed on the effect of advertising, including Benham [1972] , Cady [1976] , Devine and Marion [1979] , Begun [1978, 1980] , Glazer [1981] , Kowka [1984] , and more recently Milyo and Waldfogel [1999] and Sorenson [2000] . 2 Other costs that stores face can be divided into infrastructure costs, nonmarginal book specific costs, and order fulfillment costs. We intentionally ignore marketing expenditures, since they are effectively discretionary. Infrastructure costs include maintaining warehouse space, most personnel, and hardware and software associated with the database, orders, and customer service. Nonmarginal book specific costs are one time setup costs related to the creation of the entry for the book in the database with a scanned photo of the cover, establishing linkages with the supplier database, and other efforts that support creation of the page, placement of the order, and order fulfillment.
Order fulfillment costs together with the wholesale price of the book determine the marginal cost of the book. Stores with significant numbers of orders either outsource order fulfillment or maintain large semi or fully automated warehouses. In discussions with companies, it does not appear that the marginal cost of order fulfillment differs much within or between the two options. Industry estimates of order fulfillment costs, which are traditionally reported as a percentage of the sale price, are 10-15%. 4 The number is approximate, because there are often ties for the #15 spot. 5 Use of any store's bestseller list raises unavoidable issues of endogeneity.
6 Some, although technically in print, were not available in any bookstores. After eliminating these, the data set includes 181 random books. 7 The increase in standard deviation with price is in line with the findings of Pratt, Wise, and Zeckhauser [1979] for the physical channel and more recently Smith [2001] in the online channel. The increase is somewhat surprising, however, given that search models predict that customers will engage in more search for higher priced items and so price dispersion will be lower. 8 Choices of search engine customers indicate that they are willing to pay 5.0 percent more to purchase the same book from Amazon rather than from the low price vendor and 3.1 percent more to purchase the same book from Barnes and Noble or Borders (Brynjolffson and Smith [2001] ). 9 In what follows, we will focus on unweighted price dispersion, that is, price dispersion that has not been weighted by quantity sold. This implicitly gives equal weight to every store's price. If we weighted price dispersion by quantity sold, price dispersion would be low due to the dominance of the big three and the similarity in their prices. 10 The increase and then decrease in standard deviation is consistent with Stahl [1989] . 12 It is interesting to note that Barnes and Noble and Borders were offering 50 percent off of New York Times bestsellers in their online channel and at the same time were offering only 40 percent off of New York Times hardcovers and 30 percent off of New York Times paperbacks. This runs counter to the thesis proposed by Png et al. [2000] that
